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HOW TO SUPPORT LEARNING AT HOME IN GCSE FOOD:  

Dear Parent/ Carer,  

Congratulations! Your child has opted for the amazing 'Food Preparation and 

Nutrition' GCSE as one of their option choices! 

This is a fantastic course which combines a range of food science, in-depth 

nutrition, food provenance and the practical application of cooking and food 

preparation skills.  

This course does require that students have to complete Prep, practice 

making products at home and have to attend Intervention sessions, 

particularly in Year 11, in order to pass.  

As it is a coursework subject, it does require some work over and above non-coursework subjects 

which are now assessed only via a final exam.  

The good news is this gives your son/daughter a maximum of a 50% advantage of their final GCSE for 

this subject before they even enter the exam.  

They can potentially pass by completing coursework to a really high standard, before they've even 

taken the theory exam!  

This is great news for many of our learners and, providing the follow the guidance and work hard, is 

a sure way to success in this subject.  

Here are some practical ways to help support your child's learning in this subject, so they achieve 

their full potential. 

Coursework Counts!  

The pressure for coursework completion is on from September the 1st in Year 11. Unfortunately, 

coursework cannot be started earlier in Year 9 or 10 as the briefs are only released to schools by the 

exam board in Year 11.  

Students are required to complete two pieces of coursework (NEA1) and (NEA2) - more detail about 

the content of these can be found in the Course Handbook or on the AQA Website.  

Please support and encourage your child to research around the coursework tasks/briefs at home. 

Students are able to get ahead with their background research and can start using notebooks to plan 

down some ideas for food investigations or experiments (NEA1) or around the set brief for NEA2.  

Top Tips for Success and Ways to Support: 

It is never too early to start taking some of these points on board and even starting to make revision 

posters or cue cards is advised as early as Year 9, to stay on top of your workload and avoid exam 

stress in Year 11.  
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* Practice at home - students should be able to practice a range of different dishes, both sweet and 

savoury and starters, mains and desserts at home.  

* Recipe Folder - Collect a range of recipes that they are confident with making and store them in a 

folder 

* Be realistic - not everything students make will turn out right first time. Learning can take time and 

multiple attempts. For some students if may be the first time they have ever tried a new skill or 

recipe. Practice makes perfect and some dishes that are made need to be modified or developed 

several times in order to meet the brief particularly in coursework piece 2, so they may need to cook 

some dishes multiple times.  

*Organisation - encourage your child to stay organised and make good/regular use of their planner. 

Important notices, deadlines and lots of resources are on Moodle it is advised that this is checked 

and made use of regularly to support independent student organisation and ensure students are 

giving you plenty of advance notice to provide ingredients for them. 

*Time Management - this will be a big issue particularly in Year 11, when there are many different 

deadlines, mocks, interventions and revision sessions going on for all subjects. Year 11 students need 

to ensure they are dedicating the right and fair amount of time to a coursework subject like this, or 

they will lose vital marks if work is incomplete or of a low standard. Option subjects only have 2 

hours contact time a week, so additional work at home is a must.  

*You can never have too many folders! - Encourage your child to hole punch and file all course 

documents including the course hand book, knowledge organisers, key word booklets and any other 

handouts in a second folder and keep this safe. 

* Timing is everything - students must be able to prepare a 3 course meal and accompaniments in a 

3-hour slot for their final practical assessment in year 11. This will require practice and careful 

planning via production of a time plan.  

* Practice the presentation skills - take tips from top chefs on really high class presentation of each 

dish. Create a folder of pictures from magazines or the internet of well-presented foods and use 

these for inspiration.  

* Attendance at Intervention is vital - attendance has a proven correlation with success. Encourage 

and facilitate your child to be able to attend at every opportunity. The mini bus will help with getting 

students home if you are unable to collect.  

* Come to extra sessions and revision classes - Extra sessions are put on to support student’s 

coursework completion or to help them with revision. These are for your child's benefit and they are 

recommended to attend all sessions or it is possible they will not achieve their target grade. Letters 

will be sent home via your child, so check you are receiving these, particularly in Year 11.  
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*Buy the resources - it is highly recommended you purchase (if you have not already!) the AQA 

course text book and revision guides for your child to support in-class learning. It is a good idea that 

they complete the self-check or practice questions within these on and on-going basis.  

* Revision it's never too early to start - buy some cue cards and start making brief notes or mini 

spider diagrams with key facts. Test your child at home to assess their current knowledge and help 

guide a revision plan.  

*Keep a positive attitude - Year 11 is a challenging year where students are required to work hard 

and they are expected to work to a high standard. Reminding them to stay positive and to continue 

to keep working and striving to meet deadlines on time is vitally important. There are many 

demands on them as well as Ucas/college applications to be made, as well as studying, so support to 

stick to deadlines and revision plans in all subjects is needed as well a strong resilience and 

determination to complete a long piece of coursework.  

Thank you kindly for your on-going support. This really makes a massive difference in children’s 

success. Parental support is so helpful and will point your child on the path to GCSE success for 

achieving 50% of their overall grade before they step foot into the exam in May/June.  

If there are any further questions, please feel free to contact and I can give you any help you may 

require. Alternatively, you may prefer to see the course specification on the AQA website and the 2 

course text books which you can easily purchase from amazon in your own time for more specific 

course details.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


